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The Importance of Peer
Support
Izzy G.
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Hi I'm Izzy, for those of you who weren't at the Potential Place Open
House , I had a wonderful opportunity to be able to speak on peer
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support and my experience with peer support which I'm very
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thankful for. I love sharing my experience and hope my experience
gives a message of hope to others. I strongly believe that peer
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support in recovery is important, it is also important to have
professional supports as well, however the experience from a
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professional and a peer support are very different. Peer support can
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have more an impact as I find talking and living with someone with
lived experience, I gain more emotional and social support. Peer
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support has helped me with my self-esteem, my self-confidence,
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and has helped me feel less isolated and alone in my struggles.
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experience helps open a door of connection with others that have
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been in my shoes. Having also been a peer support to others has
increased my leadership skills and has been rewarding and
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meaningful in my life. Being able to share my story and have another
peer confide in me has helped me find purpose in my life and makes Social Recreation Calendar ....... 22
me feel like I can be part of change in this world of trying to educate
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others on mental health and disabilities people face on an ongoing
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basis. I feel peer support helps in ways because more people can
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feel safe on sharing their struggles and it breaks the cycle of
suffering in silence or shame. No one should face discrimination or
be stigmatized for struggling with disabilities. Peer support can help with the gap in between
waiting for community services. I know that hearing another's person’s life experience on their
addiction and mental health has a more of a powerful messages and helps open my eyes to see
that change is possible, and that I am not alone in struggling with addictions and mental health. I
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realize that there is hope in my recovery journey. I can gained coping skills I may not have tried
before and have learned self-compassion for myself. There is a sense of healing in our recovery
journey when we allow ourselves to be open and really listen willingly to another's lived
experience. It also allows us to build and gain empathy and compassion for one another in this
world, which can have a positive impact on one's recovery. Peer support provides a kind of
support that becomes reciprocal which builds that connection piece. Peer support happens all
the time in the clubhouse even if we aren't aware of it; I see it on a day to day basis when I'm at
Potential Place. Peer support has a sense of feeling equal to one another which can break down
barriers of self-doubt or self-destructive behaviors. Peer support is one of the biggest reasons
why I decided to develop the young adult program within the clubhouse, because I myself
realized the importance of having being raised within the government system (child and family
services). It is important to know that we can relate to one another's recovery process and know
that I am not standing alone and I don't need to feel embarrassed or shame having struggles with
addictions, mental health, housing, health issues and etc. Not everyone has family or the right
type of supports that they are needing in times of struggles and peers support helps fill some of
those missing areas.

Frank’s Blog
Frank’s Blog -Clubhouse International Conference – Oslo 2019

Three members, one staff, our Board Chair and I attended the Clubhouse
International World seminar in Oslo, Norway in late September and early
October. Two Potential Place colleagues – Tim Sunquist and I are
members of the Clubhouse International Faculty and we stayed an
additional three days to review our 37 Standards and to make
recommendations for changes to them. 400 attendees from 105
Clubhouses attended the Conference from 21 countries. Despite lost
luggage in Frankfurt and medical attention required by one of our members (Thank-you Oslo
Fountainhouse aka Fontenehuset i Oslo!) the trip was a terrific experience for all of us. We
learned best practices of other accredited clubhouses, and brought home to our Clubhouse,
strategies and tactics for improving our Clubhouse programing. There were over 40
plenaries, Institutes and workshops.
Topical Agenda covered a wide spectrum of mental-health-related topics including: 
Supporting recovery of the whole person  Engaging the ideas and influence of people with
lived experience  Raising our collective voice to bring about change  How to start a
Clubhouse program  How to be a great Clubhouse staff person  Work and Recovery 
Community: the heart of healing  Clubhouse leadership: the art of being the Director 
Successful Clubhouse partnerships with schools, businesses, and community organizations 
Getting well: integrating the 8 dimensions of wellness into Clubhouse life  Empowering
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Clubhouses: collection and effective use of important data  Synergistic partnerships to
create stronger Clubhouse Supported Employment functions  “Transitional Education” – a
Clubhouse approach to supporting members to succeed in school  Building your Board:
best practices and strategies for maximum board effectiveness  Using social media to
strengthen your Clubhouse  Clubhouse Coalitions: best practices and strategies  Reaching
out every day to end isolation and loneliness  Techno-reach-out: using technology to
enhance successful reach out strategies  Fundraising  Research  Engaging Young Adults 
Housing: a safe, decent and affordable home for everyone  Work-Mediated Clubhouse
relationships Standards Review Hearings.
Seminar attendees also enjoyed the opportunity to participate in the process of considering
revisions to the International Standards for Clubhouse Programs. Potential Place colleagues
presented on three topics including Housing, Clubhouse Canada Research and Media
Revolution – with a focus on Social Media.
Over the next several months we will be implementing specific new strategies to enhance
our employment program, Work-Ordered-Day engagement, fundraising and Board
engagement. While we learned much and came home excited to share our experiences with
our Potential Place colleagues and stakeholders, I know that our peers in our sister
clubhouses around the globe who participated in the World seminar enjoyed and learned
much from our presentations too.
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World Mental Health Day Open House
Nearly 70 people participated in our open house and world mental health day

Mara Grunau, Executive Director of
the Centre for Suicide Prevention

Big thanks to
Cal for
Organizing of
our open
house for
world mental
health day.

Villa K. from Potential Place
and Iain Dolan from the
Calgary Counselling Centre.
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Izzy G. gives a presentation
about the benefits of peer
support

Jessica W. gives a “hero story”
presentation for world mental
health day

Izzy’s support worker talking
about peer support
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Clubhouse International Conference
Summary
Mike H, Lisa O, Frank K, Tim S, Andrew S, & Vic G.

Norway Presentation
Social Media and Fundraising – Michael H.
During the presentation Michael talked about Potential Place’s leading role in the social
media sphere among clubhouses. We currently have about 1,000 people a day watching our
in-house video broadcasts which are posted on multiple social media sites. Michael said that
given out limited resources, we are doing well with community involvement and social media
reach. He also spoke about trying to improve our online connections with other Clubhouses.
Many Clubhouses around the world already follow Potential Place online and our goal,
starting in January of 2020, is to start involving the other clubhouses in our videos to make
our broadcasts an international event.
In terms of fundraising, Michael talked about the
possibility of creating new fundraising opportunities. He
learned that the Clubhouse in Montreal gets 40% of its
funding from a mental health film festival that they put on
each year and Fountain House in New York created a
temp agency which handles HR issues that come from
Transitional employment. Michael’s goal is to work with
members and staff to find new ways of fundraising for
Potential Place.

Employment Program – Lisa O.
Lisa spoke about a few of the workshops she attended while at the conference. These
workshops spoke about the benefits of variety when it comes to units and tasks available at
the clubhouse. She said that members should feel encouraged to try different units so they
can learn different skills. Lisa also spoke about the differences in clubhouse Transitional
Employment Placements. Many clubhouses struggle with employment because of factors
like stigma and government policies around social benefits. She said that some members
may lose benefits when they start working. Overall, Lisa’s takeaways are to build attendance
at potential Place, increase the number of TE’s and look into getting a second van for social
rec outings.
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Housing – Vic G.
Vic spoke about the housing situation we have at Potential place compared to other
clubhouses around the world. In Norway, there is no homelessness and the social benefits
are very good for members, whereas clubhouses in many north American cities struggle to
provide housing due to lack of government funding. In China, Mental illness is very “hushhush” among family members and not openly talked about so housing outside of the family
becomes difficult. Vic said that overall, we should feel grateful for affordable housing and
decent access to funding and social benefits.

General takeaways – Tim S.
Tim talked about a few of the things he learned about clubhouses around the world. In total
there are 305 Clubhouses in 31 countries with over 1 million members. 85% of those
Clubhouses are accredited however, because of the involvement of
political leaders, in Norway accreditation only takes 2.5 years
whereas everywhere else takes 3-4 years.
Tim also talked about a few projects and programs being explored
throughout different clubhouses. The SpeakYourMind.org project
encourages mental health consumers to be more involved in
mental health advocacy. There is also the Way Out Program in
Stockholm, Sweden which educated the public about the
importance of employment for the mental health consumer
population. He also addressed common concerns from the young
adult program and the
importance of telling young members that the
clubhouse does not have to be something they are
dependent on for life but rather something to fall
back on if the need to.

Final notes – Frank
Frank said attending a conference is fun and exciting but also a lot of work. It creates lots of
opportunities to connect with people around the world. He encourages members to pay
attention to announcements on the next conference as they too might be excited about
attending.
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Back to School
Bart C.

Back on February 13 2019 I had embarked in an 8 week memoir and creative writing
course. Each and every class was a time of learning. I managed to write a book in
that 8 week time-frame. I then was able to actually write and self-publish the book
(thanks P.P. staff and students). It is called Progress not Perfection, a Memoir of a
Freelance Writer. It has a wedding suit photo of me after my brother’s wedding, 12
chapters and a life story. I then since have attended 2 more courses at Alexandra
Writers Society, the same school where my first book was published.
I was quite a different person from which they read and talked about since the last
class when I put myself on unit 21 at the foothills hospital. I was there for 3 weeks
and wrote another book, 8 Chapters and is called Short Stories of a
Freelance Writer. Now that people are going back to school to further their
education I am too! Mount Royal University, here I come! I already have my student
I.D. number. This will allow me to finish off all 10 of my children books. School is for
learning from the teacher. But in writing teachers can be learning. For those going
back to school a big high five!
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Izzy’s Education Update
Izzy G.
Hi my name is Izzy, and I really am so grateful for the education program and education grant we
have available for members in the clubhouse. Education is big part of recovery for me. Recently I
applied to the Disability Studies program at Bow Valley College, and I was fortunate enough to
get full admission. I will be starting school in January, 2020 and I am so looking forward to it! If it
wasn’t for the education grant from Potential Place I know for a fact I wouldn’t have been able to
financially pay for my registration fees or my confirmation deposit for my program, and have so
much gratitude for the education grant. It has provided me hope and chance to go after my
dreams. I would like to extend a big thank-you to the staff who have been supporting me through
my education journey, and for supporting me in assisting me with my application and registration
process as it can be overwhelming. Sometimes in life asking for help can be hard but I encourage
members to ask staff for help if you are thinking of pursuing education, having support is crucial
to be successful. Having done my goal plan for
education, breaking down each step has helped
tremendously with feelings that would otherwise be
overwhelming. Being able to access a computer and
printer in the clubhouse has made such a huge
difference, when I start my courses I will definitely be
accessing support within the clubhouse with my
homework assignments and studying as I have done so
in the past. This has helped improve my grades. Having
personally faced learning disabilities I know that a big
part of success is having the right supports, and
accessing school resources such as accessibility
services for extra time on exams, having a note taker in
class and a learning strategist makes a huge difference
and allows me to learn in the way that works for me. I
could not be more grateful for the education program
and education grant!
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Update on Elements
Ron R.

Elements was previously known as the Calgary Association of Self-Help.
As of October 21, 2019 the new address for Elements will be 400 – 1035 7th Avenue SW T2P
3E9.
There are a variety of programs available to mental health consumers including arts, living
skills, support groups and recreation opportunities. Elements is open Monday to Friday
8:30am – 6:00pm and Weekends 10:00am – 6:00pm. Established in 1973 under the name
Calgary Association of Self Help, Elements is a large and versatile community mental health
center. It is the goal of staff at Elements to make living, learning, working and socializing in
the community achievable for people with mental illness. For further information please
contact 403.266.8711 or email info@elementscmhc.ca.
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Hero Story
Layton
Potential Place, the final puzzle piece
Layton’s story

My story began when I was a teen. I engaged in risky behavior and experimented with
damaging substances. At eighteen I took a better turn when I was given an ultimatum by a
partner. Leave the reckless life behind or be lonely. I chose the route that would bring me the
most joy - being with her.
She lost interest in me after two years. Being young I trusted fully that she would always be
my whole world. The reality of life bit me and I suffered my greatest trauma in life. She
enjoyed my writing and in 1998 I got back into it with hope she’d return. Nothing came
together until 2001 when I was diagnosed as a mentally ill person. I was able to turn a
stigmatized condition into an imaginative strength.
I found Potential Place in 2019 and it
has become the key to advancing
projects and developing step by step.
I’m thankful that I have beneficial
community connections and mediums
for expression there.
It is a nurturing environment where
dreams have a chance to be realized
through employment opportunities.
The volunteering aspect of the
program allows you to have a feeling
of being more complete. I now feel as
though the grounds of my life are more
fertile and I’m becoming more
equipped to one day reap something
for my family, my club and me.
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Unit Updates
Transitional Employment Updates:
Our newest TE position, an Entry Level Line Cook at
Boston Pizza Riverbend, will be starting November
1st! We are very happy to announce that Michael S.
will working in this position, with support from
Jordan & Cal. Congratulations!

The Grounds Cleaning position at Aurora will
be open again this coming November. We are
also now able to announce that Layton will
working in this position, with support from
Maria & Villa. High fives!

Andrew L’s placement at the BD&P Imaging Technician Position will be
extended until February 2020, so please keep an eye out for that tour
next year. The Cleaning & Collating Position at Minuteman Press will be
available later in December 2019.
Please keep an eye on the TE Board for more information – and for
new TE positions that are currently in the works!
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What’s New at Clubhouse?
Photos by Ricco
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Creative Corner
Hey there high there
Bart Collie

Welcome to the world, triumphant ideas towards being healed. You are strong you
are what you are made of. Hey there can I join the crew? I heard you say high there,
so I came over. Everyone has to be cared for. Keeping the peace praying our
prayers, seeking the good will and surrendering of your deeds. Hey there that is
how it seems. Friends we have become, high there I can see where you are coming
from. Together we unite as the whole world listens. Over there are the ordeals; let’s
go straight through the narrow. Now let’s see about tomorrow, you are welcome to
come over.

Photography
by Becky W
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Film Reviews
Dumbo - a film review by Ron Rockey
This film is a combination of CGI and real-time acting. It features the birth of a baby elephant in
the travelling circus that has large ears. The story develops as the baby elephant is named
Dumbo and he is trained to fly in the circus. Travelling to
Europe he becomes the main attraction and a dubious
circus owner antagonizes the small-time travelling circus. It
stars Danny Devito, Colin Farell and Eva Green. Tim Burton
added yet another great film to his directing career. The
film’s main plot is Dumbo yearning to be reunited with his
mother after being separated at birth. This film is a great
family feature and I recommend it to anyone.

Fat, Sick and Nearly Dead- a film review by Ron Rockey
Fat, Sick and Nearly Dead is a film that features a 60-day journey by an Australian man named
Joe Cross to lose weight. Obesity is one of the biggest factors for the development of type 2
diabetes and cardiovascular disease. There is also a correlation to osteoarthritis, hypertension,
liver disease, sleep apnea and depression. According to one US National survey by 2030 86.3%
of adults will be overweight. The cost to the US economy is around 120$ billion per year.
Diabetes has become the seventh leading cause of death in the United States. There is a direct
correlation between obesity and lower life expectancy. The country that has the highest obesity
rate is the Pacific Island of Nauru with an average BMI of 32.1, England comes in at 40th and
Canada at 44th. BMI is a metric that indicates body mass index. It is a methodology used to
associate height with weight. There are 3 body types which influence body shape under normal
healthy conditions. Ectomorph, Endomorph, and Mesomorph. In a study by the Wake Forest
Baptist Medical Centre 2 out of 5 medical students had unconscious bias against obese people.
In another study by Maddalena Mirini it was determined overweight people have low levels of
Implicit Unconscious Weight Bias and Overweight Nations have high levels of Implicit Weight
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Bias. “Health and beauty” are conventionally associated with thinness. Thus, in nations with a high
prevalence of overweight and obese people, the starker contrast of models of health and beauty
with the general population may amplify the desirability and social status of the thin ideal. This
could increase cultural messages, advertising, and focus on the desirability of thinness relative to
obesity.” - Maddalena Mirini, 2013. During his cross-country road trip Joe meets Phil Staples, a
morbidly obese truck driver from Sheldon, Iowa in a truck stop in Arizona and inspires him to try
juice fasting. Both Joe and Phil follow the guidance of the Nutrition Research Foundation. Cross
completes the 60 day fast and loses over 100 pounds and discontinued all his medications. There
seems to be a concurrent trend that obese people make unhealthy
choices in response to their obese state such as continued dietary
choices, smoking, drinking soda pop and avoiding exercise.
There also seems to be a correlation between sex appeal and
anxiety. Semiotics is the study of signs and symbols in language
form or otherwise. The problem with media portrayal of beauty is
that they inherently create an impossible ideal. This is especially a
problem for women where more often than not media purposefully
make women feel inferior to a certain unachievable ideal. This can
be best exemplified by the practice of image manipulation in
magazines, newspapers and print. Essentially, this topic can be
brought into the light by understanding the discord that exists when
it comes to people relating to each other, reproducing, sensual
pleasure, ethics, and especially so when it comes to sitting down at
the dinner table for a meal. Perhaps it’s all related.

Book Review
Ryan R.

Self-help Audio Books – Please check out Self-Help Audiobooks on Google Play!
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.andromo.dev601919.app725027
This audio book talks about will power and helps with concentration and focus. It assisted me in a
lot of ways such as explaining how I can get rid of irritability, worries, and anxiety. It also talks
about what your purpose is in life and what you should do in your life to become successful so
you don't fail. It also talks about emotions.
This book helped me because it talked about some pretty interesting stuff that is serious and
true. It loosened up my muscles from all my stress from years sitting up taller and it put a smile
on my face. That is what this audio book is about along with lots of other things, please read this
book.
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Recipe of the Month - Vegan Nutty
Citrus Carrot Salad
Chosen by Josh

Calories
224

Serves

Cooking Time

6

10

Ingredients


24 ounces carrots



1 cup walnuts



1/4 cup finely chopped parsley



2 tablespoons orange juice



1 tablespoon orange zest



2 tablespoons olive oil



1 teaspoon granulated sugar



1 teaspoon Dijon mustard



1 teaspoon salt



1/2 teaspoon pepper

Preparation
1. Preheat the oven to 350ºF. Line a cookie sheet with parchment paper.
2. Wash, peel, and trim the carrots before you grate them. You can use a stand grater to
grate all of the carrots by hand, but I much prefer to use my food processor, which
kindly does the job in a matter of seconds. Place the grated carrots in a large serving
bowl.
3. Spread the walnuts across the prepared cookie sheet and bake for about 10 minutes,
until they are lightly toasted and fragrant. Remove from the oven and allow to cool
slightly before roughly chopping the nuts with a large knife. Sprinkle the nuts and
parsley over the carrots.
4. In a small bowl, whisk together the orange juice, zest, olive oil, sugar, mustard, salt, and
pepper. Dress the salad and toss to combine.
5. Store, covered, in the refrigerator for up to 3 days.
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Social Recreation in October

YOAP Axe throwing with
Ryan R, Jag S, Jessica W,
Silvia and Vic

Locked room Joey, Sylvia,
and Tom
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Cat Café in Kensington
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November Meetings
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Social Recreation Calenda r
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Fun & Puzzles

FUN FACTS
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Please Donate to Potential Place
Charitable # 895282358RR0001
Your Donation Will Support
Please Check One
Non-Restricted Funds – Can be applied to any one of our current programs
Program Supports – Community Connection – Café/Bistro - Marketing
Continuing Education Supports
Transitional Employment Program
Social Recreation Supports
YAOP Supports – Young Adults of Potential
Housing Supports

Donation Amount
One - Time

Monthly – Until MM / DD / YYYY

Enter the Amount
/

/

Message/Instructions for Potential Place Society

Payment Information
Credit Card Type
Card Number
Expiry Date

Month

Year

Card Holder Name

Telephone
(

Address

City

)
Province

Please Print and fax to 403-216-9251 or scan and e-mail to: navi.sahota@potentialplace.org
Address – 110, 999 – 8th Street SW | Calgary, Alberta | T2R 1J5
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